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mirfak
Mirfak- refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in constellationPerseus-

miriam
Miriam- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerC.  H .  F .  Petersel on August 22, 1868-

mirísticas
.  vegetables, which in their structures or forms are alike, similar, similar to the otoba-

mirobálano
name given to a variety or species (-) Hazel the India or Indica-

mirras
.  belonging to the gum extracted terebintaceos of arabia and Abyssinian oftrees - is used for wind-

mirto
.  belonging to the Myrtle frutodel name-

mirtos
.  belonging to the Myrtle frutodel name-

misak
Misak-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Cauca-

misakes
Misakes-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Cauca-

misam
Misam-refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 5, 2017, located in the constellation Perseus.

mishara
Mishara-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Amazonas-

misharas
Misharas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Amazonas-

misidáceos
Misidaceosse is of a / / unaorden of fairly large crustaceans that live in high seas, sometimes deprived of gills.

misionales



relating or belonging to losmisioneros or missions

misionero
the Argentina Republic, says of the Selvagens province dimensions

misioneros
the Argentina Republic, says of the naturalesde province dimensions

mismidad
sameness -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition deser self-

misticetos
He is demamíferos cetaceans that have teeth replaced by a series of baleen, or beards, like the whale.

mitaka
Mitaka- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer O.  Oikawa on November 17, 1927-

mitiwa
Mitiwa- Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments of Guaviare-Meta-

mitiwas
Mitiwas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of Guaviare-Meta-

mitos
·pertenecientes resin delalgarrobo -

mitómanos
that tienenpropension to lie or invent fantastic things-

mitúa
Mitúa- Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments of Guaviare-Meta-

mitúas
Mitúas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of Guaviare-Meta-

mizar
Mizar-refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2016, located in constellation Ursa Maior-

místicas
relating or belonging to the intimate experience of God



místico
mystical-refers to a sailboat of two or three sticks originating in the Mediterranean that made crossings to America-

místicos
mystics-belonging to a sailboat of two or three sticks originating in the Mediterranean that made crossings to America-

mnemosyne
Mnemosyne-refers to: 1) an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  T.  R.  Luther on September 22, 1859-2 ) to the
titanid daughter of Gaia and Uranus , wife of Zeus , mother of the muses and who represented the memory and creative
intelligence-

moái
MOAI - refers to untipo of monolithic statue located in Easter Island or Rapa Nui, in the region of Valparaíso, Chile -

mochano
mochano-refers to the expression : gentility corresponding to the person born inAntequera-

mochi
Goddess of food

mocia
Mocia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 16, 1912-

moclines
Motion relons refers to the expression : gentility corresponding to the person born inAldeonte-

modernos
relating or pertaining to recent laepoca

modestia
Modesty-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H.  Charlois on July 14, 1893-

modoso
modoso = says who has or has good manners.

modosos
modosos = it is said of those who have or modal poseenbuenos.

mogino
mogino-refers to the expression : gentilide corresponding to the person born inAlcaracejos-74

mogollo



mogollo-is said of a certain type of very fine flour, used for the manufacture of a delicious table bread that bears the
same name-

mogollo-
mogollo-is said of a certain type of very fine flour, used for the manufacture of a delicious table bread that bears the
same name.

moguntia-
Moguntia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer F.  H .  Kaiser on September 29, 1913-

mojave
Mojave-Amerindian people of the southwestern United States of America, with habitat in the present-day states of New
Mexico and part of Texas-

mojaves
Mojaves—members of an Amerindian people of the southwestern United States of America, with habitat in the present-day states of New Mexico and part of Texas-

mokaná
Mokaná-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Atlántico-

mokanáes
Mokanáes-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Atlántico-

mokosha
Goddess of laabundanciaESLAVA

moksha
moksha: it's a Sanskrit term that is used in Hinduism to refer to spiritual liberation, that is, to break ties with the karma
and the cycle of reincarnation.

moldoveanu
Moldoveanu- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation
Corona Borealis-

molle
tree which was considered as sacred by the Maya -

molso
molso - refers to the expression: voluminous, thick and deformed - thing

moluscos
He is said losinvertebrados of soft-bodied, dorsally presenting a robe, usually covered by a shell, and a foot.



monacales
relating or belonging to the monks or nuns. -

monacato
It refers to the State or profession of monk-

monachia-
Monachia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer W.  To.  Villigerel on November 18, 1897-

monásticos
relating or belonging alestado monks or monastery

mondar
mondar - refers to the expression: clean the bed of a river, channel, or Canal -

mongolo
mongolo - refers, in Chile, auna extremely stupid person who does and says things without thinking, apparently normal,
but just that your opinion to be labeled as such -

monguta
monguta - refers, in Panama the cow that lacks horns -

monica-
Monica- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 20, 1916-

monitor
monitor-ship armored, river, war, with turret that housed a piece of artillery-

monitores
monitors-belonging to an armored, river, warship, with turret that housed an artillery piece-

mono
mono-refers to the expression : one-piece garment used in different trades as a work suit.

monoclinos
vegetable tienentanto stamens as pistils -

monocromos
monochrome = says those who have or poseenun only color.

monocromos
monochrome = says those who have or poseenun only color.



monotremas
It is said of primitive losmamiferos that they lay eggs and have a toothless beak, but that they nurse their young and
have the body covered with hair or barbed-

monópodos
to tienensolamente a foot -

monóxilo
monoxylo-refers to a primitive vessel of Slavic origin, built on a log or log. -

monóxilos
monoxyl-belonging to a type of primitive wooden boat, similar to a chalana, of Slavic origin, built on a log or log. -

monse
monse - regards, in Peru, algofeo, bad, boring, dull, without much value -

montana-
Montana- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerH .  Thieleel on November 17, 1914-

montañas bajas
concerns morphological altipo of mountain which has absolute height from 200 to 700-800 meters and a depth of
dismemberment from 150 metres up to 450 meters.

montefiore-
Montefiore- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisael March 18, 1914-

montegrandenses
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Monte Grande -

montuno
relating or belonging to the mount.

montunos
relating or pertaining almonte

morada
purple -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

moralidad
It is said the quality or quality or condition giving them human actions that make them good -

moras



.  belonging to the name of the mulberry - moral frutode

morava
Morava-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Pegasus-

morfina-
morphine-is extracted from opium.  Its name comes from Morpheus, the god of sleep in Greek mythology, due to its
strong narcotic and anesthetic properties.  Therefore, it is the most used alkaloid in pain medicine, especially severe. 
Very addictive-

morfinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidade the papaveraceas adormidera-planta -

morfinas-
morphines-belonging to an alkaloid that is extracted from opium.  Its name comes from Morpheus, the god of sleep in
Greek mythology, due to its strong narcotic and anesthetic properties.  Therefore, it is the most used alkaloid in pain
medicine, especially severe. -

moriah
Moriah-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Delphinus.

morisco
Moor-refers to the term : gentilide corresponding to the person born inAlmogy-

morochos
It is said of those who have black hair and white complexion -

moros
belonging to a variety or species oforange-

morroque
.  belonging to a variety or species depalma, Palm

mortuorias
Belonging or relating to the death or funeral.

mortuorios
relating or belonging to losfunerales

moruros
species or varieties deacacia.  its bark is used for tanning leather, in Cuba. -



moscateles
.  belonging to a variety or species deuva-

moskva-
Moskva- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neoiminel April 20, 1914-

mosquerolas
belonging to a variety or species depera completely redonda-dulce and long nipple-

mosqueruelas
mosqueruelas is incorrectly written and should be written as "boqueron, teleósteo fish" being its meaning:<br>belonging
to a variety or species depera musk-

mosquetas
belonging to a variety or species stems derosal flexibles-espinoso-, white flowers-

mosquiles
relating or belonging to lamosca

mostazas
.  belonging to the essence that contains sulphur-

motacilla alba
motacilla alba-refers to the expression : insectivorous bird, small, passehora, nests in the rocky walls and natural similar,
gray, white belly, wings and black tail and has as its particularity, announce to man the arrival of cold weather-

mothallah
Mothallah-refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation
Triangulum.

motilones-
Motilones-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Cesar-

motilón-
Motilón-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of César-

motilónos
Motilónos-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Norte de
Santander-

motines
riots = are thus called to tumults, movements and uprisings against the constituted authority.



motílono
Motilóno- Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Norte de Santander-

motmot
Motmot = bird of delicate and abundant plumage that inhabits the rainforests of Brazil.

mozartia
Mozartia- is an asteroid discovered by astronomerV.  To.  Albitsky on September 7, 1924- 

mönch
Mönch-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Virgo-

mpingo
Mpingo-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in constellation Cetus-

muchigay
muchigay = is flame Asian a be small, in Colombia.

mucílagos
belonging to plant toxicity that swell in contact with water, giving a viscous solution-

mucroniforme
mucroniforme, said what has ( or ) shape, figure, of = sting

mudgerabah
mudgerabah - referred to in alnombre which the native Australian, a species of acacia - give

mueco
referred to in alarmazon of wood, with a hole in the middle which is introduced the rope that bound to the horns of a beef
should serve to secure it against him in several operations, and especially in the of embolar bulls.

muguetes
belonging to a variety or species delirium of the valleys -

muisca-
Muisca-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in departments ofCundinamarca-Boyacá-

muiscas-
Muiscas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of
Cundinamarca-Boyacá-

mujeriles



relating or pertaining to women

muliphein
Muliphein-refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Canis
Maior-

mundanales
relating or belonging-almundo

mundanos
relating or belonging-almundo

muphrid
Muphrid-refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 12, 2016, located in the constellation Bootes-

murayanas
belonging to a variety or species depino-

muriki
muriki = name of a primate from the forests of the forests of the is. Brazil, has as a feature, a long queue.

murque
murque = tells of toasted flour, in Chile.

murra
.  belonging to the be rosacea plant of the Andean Patagonian forest, is a variety of Bush, very invasive and growing fast
-

murras
belonging to a variety or species dezarza or andinos-patagonicos forest - sweet fruit BlackBerry

murtones
.  belonging to the Myrtle frutodel name-

murtos
.  belonging to the Myrtle frutodel name-

musarañas
-mammal-like, similar to rats, with small eyes, long snout and very sensitive whiskers-

muscarina
muscarine-originally isolated from the fungus Amanita muscaria or fly fungus, is a strong activator of the



parasympathetic nervous system, and can lead to death; its antidote is atropine-

muscarinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidade the amanita-familia of the agaricaceas-fungus -

muscarinas-
muscarins-belonging to an alkaloid originally isolated from the fungus Amanita muscaria or fly fungus, is a strong
activator of the parasympathetic nervous system, and can lead to death; its antidote is atropine-

muscida
Muscida-refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in ursa Maior-

muscimol
Muscimol-It is the main psychoactive alkaloid of the mushroom genus Amanita.  It is a hallucinogen-

muscimoles
muscimoles-belonging to the main psychoactive alkaloid of the mushroom genus Amanita.  It is a hallucinogen-

musica
Music-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 15, 2015, located in the constellation Delphinus-

muspelheim
Muspelheim-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation
Perseus-

musquerolas
belonging to a variety or species depera completely redonda-dulce and long nipple-

mussorgskia
Mussorgskia- is an asteroid discovered by the astronomer V.  To.  Albitsky on July 19, 1925-  

musurana
musurana = name of a tropical snake, stout trunk, rounded snout, it feeds on other snakes.

mutabilidad
It says the quality or quality or shifty condition-

mute
Mute = designation given to the mote of maize in Colombia.

mutre
mutre = he said is of the person moves or that bad, pronounced in Chile.-



muysca
Muysca-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments ofCundinamarca-Boyacá-

muyscas
Muyscas- members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of
Cundinamarca-Boyacá-

mútulo
mutulo = offset flat located under the skirt or drip edge, in architecture.

myanmar
Myanmar = official name of Burma.

myoparo
myoparo- refers to a sailing and rowing boat used by the Greeks and Romans. 

myoparos
myoparos-belonging to a sailing and rowing boat used by the Greeks and Romans. -

myrica
.  belonging to the name of the tree of Scotland; It is a genus of 35-50 species of small arboles-arbustos, belonging to
the family of the miricaceas.

myrrha
Myrrha-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  h.  Charlois on January 10, 1894-

nababo
refers to an honorific title of a ruler of the Mughal Empire, it was very common in the Muslim India-

nabicoles
belonging to a variety or species thick denabo-

nabieyo acónito
Nabieyo aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter and a
half in height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

nabieyo o acónito
Nabieyo or aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter and a
half of height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

nabieyo, acónito



nabieyo, aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can enchant the meter and a
half of height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

nabieyo-acónito
nabieyo-aconitose is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of ranunculaceae that can reach one and a half meters
in height, with webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in central Europe, near streams of water, extremely poisonous
and is used in medicine as a sedative-

nabieyos
Nabieyos-belonging to a perennial herbaceous plant, of the buttercup family that can reach one and a half meters in
height, with palmate leaves and blue flowers, grows in central Europe, near water streams, extremely poisonous and is
used in medicine as a sedative-

nabillo del diablo
Nabillo del diablo-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas that can reach the meter and a
half of height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

nabillo del diablo acónito
Nabillo del diablo acónito-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas that can reach the meter
and a half of height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

nabillo del diablo o acónito
Devil's nabillo or aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter
and a half in height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

nabillo del diablo, acónito
Devil's nabillo, aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter
and a half in height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

nabillo del diablo-acónito
Nabillo del diablo-acónito-is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of ranunculaceae that can reach one and a half
meters in height, with webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in central Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

nabillos del diablo
Devil's ankles-belonging to a perennial herbaceous plant, of the buttercup family that can reach one and a half meters in
height, with palmate leaves and blue flowers, grows in central Europe, near water streams, extremely poisonous and is
used in medicine as a sedative-

nacáreos
relating or pertaining alnacar



nacumas
belonging to a variety or species American depalmera - hats - make

nacururu
refers to a bird that corresponds to the order of the estrigiformes and at the same time to the family of the owls, it is a
variant of the OWL, living in tropical areas in South America-

nadarcotts
belonging to a variety or species demandarina-

nahn
Nahn-refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 1, 2018, located in the constellation

naido
refers to a genus of annelid worm belonging to the subclass oligochaeta; It is a variety of the worm.

naipescos
relating or belonging to losnaipes

naledi
Naledi-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the Golden Constellation,

nalgares
relating or belonging to lasnalgas

nammeixa
variety of long, sharp, long sword-like or similar to the cutlass, used in ancient battles and wars. -

nanche
nanche-refers to the expression : tropical shrub of Mexican origin, with fruits in the form of clusters,

nanches
nanches-belonging to the expression : tropical shrub of Mexican origin, with fruits in the form of clusters,

nancí
name given to a variety or species (-) Persian apricot, ( 41 apricot; somewhat larger than the common, yellow on one
side and flesh on the other.

nani
deprecated ( in Botany ) refers to a genus of tree that corresponds to the Angiosperms, the dicotyledons class, family
Myrtaceae; It is characterized by its wood very compact and resistant.



nao
nao-refers to a large sailing vessel, especially the old one, which featured a bow castle. 

nao o nave
Nao or nave-refers to a large sailing vessel, especially the old ones, which featured bow castle. -

naos
Naos-refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Puppis-

napelo
napelo-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can alcantar the meter and a half of
height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely poisonous
and is used in madicina as a sedative-

napelo acónito
napelo aconite- it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter and a half
of height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

napelo o acónito
napelo or aconite -it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter and a
half of height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

napelo, acónito
napelo, aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter and a half
of height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

napelo-acónito
napelo-aconite- is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of ranunculaceae that can reach one and a half meters in
height, with webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in central Europe, near streams of water, extremely poisonous and
is used in medicine as a sedative-

napelos
Napelos-belonging to a perennial herbaceous plant, of the buttercup family that can reach one and a half meters in
height, with palmate leaves and blue flowers, grows in central Europe, near water streams, extremely poisonous and is
used in medicine as a sedative-

naranjas
.  belonging to the name of the Orange frutodel-

narceína-
narcein-refers to the narcotic alkaloid present in opium, being one of the best hypnotic drugs-



narceínas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidade papaveraceas adormidera-planta - is present in opium

narceínas-
narceins—belonging to a narcotic alkaloid present in opium—

narcotina-
narcotin—refers to a narcotic alkaloid that is present in opium—

narcotinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidade the adormidera-planta papaveraceas-also from opium -

narcotinas-
narcotins—belonging to a narcotic alkaloid present in opium—

narigudos
It is said of those with big noses -

nasa-
Nasa-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in departments of Valle del Cauca-Putumayo-

nasas
Nasas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of Valle del
Cauca-Putumayo-

nashira
Nashira-refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in constellationCapricornus-

nasoseptales
relating or belonging altabique of the nostrils

nata-
Nata- is an asteroid discovered by astronomers S.  I .  Beliavski and N .  Ivanovel, August 25, 1927-

natagaima
Natagaima, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Tolima.

natagaimas
Natagaimas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Tolima-

natales
relating or pertaining trauma



natalicios
belonging or relating the birth aldia

natalie
Natalie- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerM .  F .  Wolf; F .  K .  To.  Schwassmannel October 27, 1899-

natasha
Natasha-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Vela-

natatorios
relating or belonging to lanatacion

natán
Nathan = it's a contemporary Hebrew Prophet of David, according to Bible.

natural
natural, lacking of / has no / no = affectation.

naturales
natural, refers to that they do not have, do not have, without = tricks or mixtures.

naturalidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition denatural

nauheima-
Nauheima- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf on September 8, 1915-

naunet
God of primordial lasaguas in the mitologiaegipcia

nausikaa
Nausikaa- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisaon February 17, 1879-

nautelipsita
deprecated ( in Conchology ) It refers to a genus of shell or a fossil type, very distantly related to the bivalve mollusk.

naúticos
relating or belonging to lanavegacion

navajo
individual of a tribe coming from the East of North America, between Canada and United States.



navajo-
Navajo—an Amerindian people of the southwestern United States of America, with habitat in the present-day states of New Mexico and part of Texas-

navajos
Navajo—members of an Amerindian people of the southwestern United States of America, with habitat in the present-day states of New Mexico and part of Texas-

navajón azul
blue-navajon refers to the expression : actinoperigio marine fish, small mouth but with many teeth, large snout, intense
blue color, with habitat near the reefs-

navales
relating or belonging to the Navy

navarca
navarca-commander or captain of a navy, in ancient Greece and Rome-

navarcas
navarcas-belonging to the commander or captain of a navy, in ancient Greece and Rome-

navarco
navarco-refers to the commander or captain of a navy, in ancient Greece and Rome-

navarco navarca
Navarch-commander or captain of a navy, in ancient Greece and Rome-

navarco o navarca
navarch or navarca- commander or captain of a navy, in ancient Greece and Rome-

navarco-navarca
navarco - navarca- commander or captain of a navy, in ancient Greece and Rome-

navarcos
navarcos-belonging to the commander or captain of a navy, in ancient Greece and Rome-

navarcos navarcas
Navarca Navarcas- belonging to the commander or captain of a navy, in ancient Greece and Rome-

navarcos o navarcas
navarcos or navarcas-belonging to the commander or captain of a navy, in ancient Greece and Rome-

navarcos-navarcas
navarcos - navarcas-belonging to the commander or captain of a navy, in ancient Greece and Rome-



navasardi
old word that refers to the first month of the Armenian calendar.

navelates
belonging to a variety or species denaranj

naveles
belonging to a variety or species oforange seeded, large navel -

navelinas
belonging to a variety or species oforange-

navideños
relating or belonging to lanavidad or to the Christmas time

navieros
relating or belonging to lasnaves or to the navigation

navieyo
nabieyo- it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of ranunculaceae that can reach the meter and a half in height,
with webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in central Europe, near streams of water, extremely poisonous and is used
in medicine as a sedative-

naxalita
naxalite = is named a political movement of the Marxist Leninist-inspired India. Member of the party.

nazireos
in the old testament, Israelites devoted to the service of Yahweh, being their votes prior to the appearance of Moses. -

násti
Násti-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in ursa Maior-

neanta
designates ( in Botany ) a genus of plants belonging to the phanerogams, of the Fabaceae family, very common in
Jamaica.

nearca
nearca-commander or ship captain of an armada, in ancient Greece and Rome-

nearcas
nearcas-belonging to the commander or captain of an armada ship, in ancient Greece and Rome-



nebalia
deprecated ( in zoology ) refers to a crustacean that belongs to the class of the malacostraceos, distantly related to the
lobster, with edible meat.

nebaliado
parecido-semejante - similar to lanebalia, crustacean

nebaliano
relating or belonging to lanebalia, crustacean

nebí
belonging to a type of carnivorous falcon, large, that hunts birds, even larger than him, using a horizontal pursuit
technique for hunting-

neblí
belonging to a type of carnivorous falcon, large, that hunts birds, even larger than him, using a horizontal chase
technique to be able to catch them

nebrijenses
relating or belonging aNebrija ( Antonio, humanist )

nebrinas
.  belonging to the name of the Juniper frutodel-

nebulares
relating or belonging to lanebulosa

necburgo
defines to a genus of tree that corresponds to the Angiosperms, the Arecaceae family and order of the arecales, is a
variety of Palm tree.

necedad
It is the quality or quality or condition denecesitar a precondition

neck
neck - refers to the expression: old fireplace volcano filled with materials consolidated and placed in relief when the host
materials are erode -

necrobiosis
necrobiosis-refers to the expression : death of a cell or a group of cells under normal or pathological conditions-

necrodactilares
relating or belonging to fingerprint a corpse lahuella



necromasa
necromasa-refers to the expression: part of the biomass of an ecosystem formed by dead corpses and organs-

necrófago
Ghoul-refers to the expression: insect that lays its eggs in the body of a dead animal-

necróforos
necroforos - refers to the expression: Coleoptera insect, such as beetle gravedigger, that open pits with their legs and
buries the corpses of other animals to lay their eggs in them -

nectanebo
Nectanebo-refers to the expression: King of Egypt of the XXX dynasty, dethroned in the 345 to. L  by the Persians-

nectarinas
belonging to a variety or species demelocoton-

necton
referred to in alconjunto of pelagic species ( of the seas ) are able to actively move regardless of the currents as
opposed to plankton by own own mobility.

nefelinita
Nefelinita-refers to the expression: extrusive or volcanic rock of gray, pink or greenish formed basically by nepheline,
very similar to the basalt-

nefelita
Nefelita-refers to the expression: mineral of the group of Feldespatoides that is presented in solid form, white, yellowish
or colorless and is used in the manufacture of glass and ceramics-

nefertiti
Nefertiti-refers to the expression : Queen of Egypt, from the fourteenth to . C.

nefroblastoma
/Nephroblastoma-refers to the expression: malignant renal tumor that occurs in children-

nefrocalcinosis
nephrocalcinosis-refers to the expression : deposit of calcium salts in renal tissue, in diffuse or focal form-

nefrolitiasis
nephrolithiasis-refers to the expression : formation of stones in the renal pathways-

nefrona
Nephron-refers to the expression: basic structural and functional unit of the kidney, responsible for the purification of the
blood and is located in the renal cortex-



nefrón
nephron-refers to the expression : basic structural and functional unit of the kidney, responsible for the purification of
blood and is located in the renal cortex-

negatividad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition denegativo, pessimistic

negrales
belonging to a variety or species depino-

negrillo
Negrillo-It is a herbaceous plant species of the family Caprifoliaceae, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ébulos, which could reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite leaves of dark green color and strong odor, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very
toxic fruit; It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

negror
It is said of the quality or quality or condition black

negros
belonging to one variety or species deroble -

negruchos
Negruchos-It is a herbaceous plant species of the family Caprifoliaceae, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulus, which could reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite leaves of dark green color and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very
toxic fruit; It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

negundo
belonging to a type dearbolanemofilo-

negundos
belonging to a type dearbolaceraceo-

nekkar
Nekkar-refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Bootes-

nematelmintos
It is cylindrical, not ringed, equipped with alimentary losgusanos.

nemertino
nemertino - refers to the name of some 650 species of primitive worms -



nemesis-
Nemesis- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watsonon November 25, 1872-

nemorosos
poetically refers to ''  39, relating to the forest ''  ''-

nemorosos
relating or pertaining albosque

nemti
is divine elbarquero-

neodipsis
.  belonging to a variety or species depalma, Palm

neonatales
relating or belonging to the newborn

neopilinas
·pertenecientes to the alkaloid or drug obtenidadel aconite, family of the ranunculaceas -

nepente
refers to the drink of the gods, healing your pain or injury - producing oblivion. -

nephele
Nephele- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  H .  Charloisel on December 18, 1897-

neptunianos
relating or belonging to the land and rocks of sedimentary formation-

neptunianos
relating or belonging alplaneta Neptune

neptúneas
relating or pertaining almar or Dios Neptune

neptúneos
relating or pertaining alDios Neptune or the sea.

neptúnicos
relating or belonging to the land and rocks of sedimentary formation-



neronianos
relating or belonging alemperador Nero

nervales
relating or belonging to losnervios

nervosidad
nervousness - refers to the expression: strength and efficiency reasons and arguments -

neuma
neuma-set of ornamental notes in which the classically-singing musical compositions ended, formerly

neumas
neumas-belonging to the set of ornamental notes in which the classical musical compositions ended, formerly

neuquinos
in the Republic of Argentina, it is said of the province deneuquen naturalesde

neurales
relating or belonging to lasneuronas

neurálgicos
relating or belonging to neuralgia, continuous pain along a nerve.

neurismas
neurismas: so call pathological expansion located in the blood vessels or the heart, by weakening of its walls.

neurópatas
neuropathic = ( it is said - of the ) who have or nervous poseenenfermedad.

neurópteros
Neuropterosse is of a / / unaorden of insects with complete metamorphosis, equipped with four wings with numerous
nerviaciones, as the Antlion.

neutoniano
relative or belonging wing philosophy of Newton

neutonianos
relating or pertaining wing philosophy of Newton

nevareta
snow-refers to the expression : insectivorous bird, small, passearian, nests in the rocky walls and similar natural, gray,



white belly, wings and black tail and has as particularity announce to man the arrival of cold weather-

nevereta
nevereta-refers to the expression : insectivorous bird, small, passearian, nests in the rocky and similar natural walls,
grey, white belly, wings and black tail and has as particularity announce to man the arrival of cold weather-

newhalls
belonging to a variety or species oforange-

newtonia-
Newtonia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  H .  Metcalfel march 30, 1908-

newtown
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

nécora
Crab-refers to the expression: smooth-bodied sea crab and Elíiptico, which lives on the shores of the Atlantic Ocean-

néctar
is the drink of the gods that conferred immortality to those who took it-

néstor
character, grandfather of = Alcmaeon, in Greek-Roman mythology

ni cristo que lo fundó
popular phrase corresponding to ''  '' not having any reason, lacking basis about what you are talking about ''  ''. -

niambú
Niambú-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic, considered a
weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a weed
of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its essential oils, it is
used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

niambú caángay
niambú caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

niambú o caángay
niambú or caángay- it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.



niambú,caángay
niambú , caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm tall, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

niambú-caángay
niambú-caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers with a nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; It is toxic to mammals.

nibelungos
relating or belonging to laestirpe real from the Burgundians or burgundos, village germano

nicarao
Nicarao-refers to the expression: Indian chieftain Nicaraguan, XVI century, in times of the Spanish conquest-

nicias
Nicias-refers to the expression: Athenian General, 470-413 a. C.  , which was distinguished during the war of the
Peloponnese-

nicoleños
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: San Nicolás of the Brooks -

nicotina-
Nicotine-alkaloid that is extracted from tobacco, is a potent poison used as an insecticide in fumigation in greenhouses. 
At low doses, it is stimulating.  It causes tobacco addiction. -

nicotinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, tobacco obtenidadel, plant Solanum -

nicotinas-
Nicotine- belonging to an alkaloid that is extracted from tobacco, is a potent poison used as an insecticide in fumigation
in greenhouses.  At low doses, it is stimulating.  It causes tobacco addiction. -

nictalopía
It is the quality or quality or condition deaquel which looks better from night to day. -

nictamerales
relating or pertaining aldia and that night, at the same time.

nidghogg
sacred animal = dragon of Norse-



nidorosos
concerning those who have meat or rotten eggs - taste and smell

niels
belonging to a variety or species dedamasquinado-

niemiza
delaire - the winds of God

niguaes
belonging to a type of mite, similar to the common flea, that produces an unbearable itching and foot ulcers of people
who come into contact with it--

nihamwo-
Nihamwo- Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department ofAmazonas-

nihamwos
Nihamwos-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Amazonas-

nihilidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition deno be nothing

nike
victory diosaalada

nina-
Nina- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminel on January 25, 1914-

niobe
Níobe-1 ) is an asteroid discovered by K.  T.  R.  Luther on August 13, 1861-2) daughter of Tantaalus and wife of
Amphion, king of Thebas, who by boasting of the number of procreated children, was turned to stone by Zeus-

nipas
belonging to a variety or species depalmera in the Philippines that removed the tuba-

nippon-shiki
other names of the alphabet romanized in Japan, existing today.

nipponia
Nipponia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  Massinger on February 11, 1912-

niqab



niqab-refers to the expression : black Islamic dress, composed of a headdress for the head and neck, a veil covering the
face from ear to ear, leaving a small horizontal gap for the eyes-

nitidez
It is said of the quality or quality or condition denitido

nitos
belonging to a variety or species dehelecho in the Philippines to make hats-

nitrosos
tienennitro or nitrate-

nivales
relating or belonging to lanieve

nivel
says height which reaches a plane.

niveles biológicos
refers to different strata of the Organization and biological function that humans live, are fundamental: the molecular
level, the organic and the population, species, communities, etc -

nísperos
.  belonging to the name of the loquat frutodel-

níspola
.  belonging to the name of the loquat frutodel-

níspolas
.  belonging to the name of the loquat frutodel-

njamié
It refers to the God deldestino, between the Achantis-

no dar alguien su brazo a torcer
don't give someone your arm to twist: it's a popular expression: when someone does not yield its efforts or their
opinions, or resists with persistence to a pressure. -

no dejar o no quedar ni piante ni mamante
Do not leave or not be piante nor mamante - is a phrase that means '' not be anyone in a 39 place;-

no levantar cabeza



popular locution meaning: be busy or occupied-/ / does not recover from a disease -

no tener alma
not having a soul- being a callous, ruthless, cruel person--  

no tener arreglo
not having an arrangement-lack of solution a difficult situation or problem that arises  

no tener arte ni parte
having no art or part-refers to not being able to intervene in a particular matter

no tener desperdicio
not having waste-locution referred to being completely usable a thing-  

no tener nada que invidiar
having nothing to envy-owning one thing or person the same merits and qualities as other

no tener ni cinco
having neither five-no money or reserves-

no tener ni para empezar
not having even to begin with-refers to not reaching in quantity something that is deemed necessary - 

no tener pelos en la lengua
not having hairs on the tongue-act without qualms to express an idea or feeling- 

no tener pies ni cabeza
having no feet or head-refers to anything devoid of all logic-            

no tener precio
priceless-owning, something or someone, an invaluable value         

no tener prójimo
Not have others -.  colloquial locution meaning '' not to worry about the evil alien ''-

no tener sangre en las venas
not having blood in the veins-possessing a person's very cold and impassive character  

no tener vuelta de hoja
not having leaf-turning a thing clearly in a certain way and not being subject to discussion.   



noanamá
Noanamá-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of Chocó-Valle del Cauca-

noanamáes
Noanamáes-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of Chocó-Valle
del Cauca-

noble
It is said ladesignacion common to all kinds of animals of comparable qualities to that great human condition. Therefore,
the bulls the franc, clear, buoyant.

noblote
noblote, which lacks of / has no / no = affectation, very generous.

nochizos
they are varieties or species of wild laavellana. -

nocionales
relating or belonging to lanocion

nocividad
says the quality or quality or condition dedanoso or harmful

nocturnales
relating or belonging to upload or which is made in it

nocturnos
relating or belonging to upload or which is made in it

noemáticos
relating or belonging to arróniz, thought, intellect

noemáticos
relating or belonging alnoema, or thinking as objective content of thinking

noéticos
relating or belonging to arróniz, thought, intellect

noëmí
This is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on October 3, 1910-

nofretete



Nofretete- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer.  J .  Delporteon September 13, 1926

noguerados
that are dark brown, as the Walnut wood.

nolis
belonging to a variety or species depalmera of Colombia-

nolli-
Nolli- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf on February 13, 1901-

nometoques
It's an annual dicotyledon plant with yellow flowers in Spike and alternate leaves.

nominales
relating or pertaining alnombre

noni
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel noni, asia and australia-

nonis
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel noni, mystically considered sacred - Asia and Australia, tree

nonsense
nonsense-refers to the expression : form in verse or prose that seeks strange, absurd and usually humorous effects,
eluding the laws of logic, semantics and syntax-

nonuya
Nonuya- Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Amazonas- 

nonuyas
Nonuyas- members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Amazonas-

noósfera
It's the whole of sentient beings with the environment in which they live.

nopales
belonging to a variety or species chumba dehiguera-/ / shovel or prickly pear - fig tree

nopos
nopos-belonging to a species of scavenger vulture, daytime, with dark brown plumage, wings and greyish white tail-



nora-
Nora- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer J.  Palisael March 18, 1914-

noriego
noriego-refers to the expression : gentility corresponding to the person born inAño-

normotensos
that normal blood pressure tienenvalores-

nosofobias
sickness-fear of suffering illness

nota bene
Note - refers to Latin unalocucion used in printed and manuscripts to draw attention to some peculiarity-

noticiosos
News = says who have or poseenconocimientos of various commodities.

novas
the wrong fumigated novasfueron and ants left the tendal-belonging to a variety or species demandarina which has no
seed-

novedad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition denuevo, freshly brewed

novenas
Ninth-refers to the expression : name given to a collection of 54 books written by Plotino, Greco-Roman philosopher -

novensiles
He was thus called in ancient Rome, the foreign gods whose cults were introduced in the Empire to other peoples, in the
expansive period - were conquering

noventayochistas
relating or pertaining Alano 1898 and the generation that bears that name.

noviazgo
they say quality or quality or condition denovio or wedding

noviciados
concerning the times of preparation and testing of persons wishing to enter a religious order. -

novilladas



refers to groups of cows.

novillo
beef macho ael which by - 3 years - age, that does not reach the age of 4, lidia in novilladas refers.

nósticos
relating or pertaining algnosticismo

nucleados
Put two or more people, United by a common interest.

nucleares
relating or pertaining alnucleo

nuclearios
relating or pertaining alnucleo

nucleosíntesis
It is a process by which chemical elements formed in the first minutes of the universe.

nudibranquios
It says marine gastropod losmoluscos, shelled and naked gills, directed backwards.

nudípedos
they have bare feet-

nueces del diablo moradas
purple devil nuts-belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are
numerous species, with branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside
containing various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is
toxic to humans but not to animals and birds-

nueces moscadas
.  belonging to the name of the Myristica frutode-

nuez del diablo morada
Purple devil's nut- it is a genus of annual herbaceous plants in the solanacea family, of which there are numerous
species, of branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds.

nueza blanca del diablo
White walnut of the devil-it is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the solanaceae family, of which there are



numerous species, branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside
containing various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is
toxic to humans but not to animals and birds.

nuezas blancas del diablo
White devil nuts-it is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous
species, with branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds-

nukak
Nukak-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Guaviare-

nukakes
Nukakes-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Guaviare-

nulidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition denulo

numeria
Goddess of laaritmetica-

numinosos
belonging or relating alnumen as a manifestation of religious or magical powers

nummulites
nummulite or numulitas, it is said losprotozoos rizopodos fossil foraminifera of the tertiary era.

nun
God's primordial lasaguas.-

nunuya
Nunuya-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in Amazonas department-

nunuyas
Nunuyas- members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in Amazonas department-

nupciales
relating or belonging to laboda

nuwa
Nuwa- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer J.  C .  Watsonon October 18, 1875-



nyasalandia
Nyasaland: name that received the British protectorate established in 1907 when the British Central Africa protectorate
changed its name. He is currently the Republic of Malawi.

nysa
Nysa-is an asteroid discovered by astronomer H.  M.  s.  Goldschmidt on May 27, 1857-

ñandues
ñandues-belonging to the expression : running bird, unable to fly, adapted mainly to the plains, although some
subspecies are found in jungle areas, and others are found in quite mountainous regions; it is the largest bird in
America, notable for its reproductive habits. -

ñandues comunes
common-belonging ñandues to the expression : runner bird, unable to fly, adapted mainly to the plains, although some
sub-species are found in jungle areas, and others are found in quite mountainous regions; it is the largest bird in
America, notable for its reproductive habits. -

ñandú
ñandú-refers to the expression : running bird, unable to fly, adapted mainly to the plains, although some sub-species are
found in jungle areas, and others are found in quite mountainous regions; it feeds on vegetables and insects, being the
largest bird in America, notable for its reproductive habits.

ñandú común
common ñandú-refers to the expression : running bird, unable to fly, adapted mainly to the plains, although some
subspecies are found in jungle areas, and others are found in quite mountainous regions; it is the largest bird in
America, notable for its reproductive habits.

ñangado
ÑANGADO = it says that or has weak and twisted-members

ñangados
It is said of those who have twisted and weak - members

ñapos
belonging to one variety or species demimbre with that woven baskets, in Chile -

ñezgo
ñezgo-is a herbaceous plant species of the caprifoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and southeast
Asia.  generic name sambucus ebulus, which could reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without branches, with
opposite leaves of dark green color and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit; It is
used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

ñihamwo
Ñihamwo-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in Amazonas department-



ñihamwos
Ñihamwos-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in Amazonas department-

obatala
Obatala-refers to the expression : Supreme God, creator of the human body among the Yoruba, ethnic Nigeria-

obbatalá
Obbatalá-refers to the expression : Supreme God, creator of the human body among the Yoruba, ethnic Nigeria-

obedienciales
relating or belonging to laobediencia

obeliscales
relating or pertaining alobelisco

obenque
refers to ''  '' any thick out holding a topmast head to the corresponding Cap - ''  ''

objeto de mayall
Object of Mayall-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation Greater

oblativos
relating or belonging to laoblacion, offering and sacrifice to God

obsecraciones
obsecrations-belonging to the expression : ruego ,

obsesivos
It is said of those who have or expressed persistent concern, a fixed idea -

obsidionales
relating or belonging alsitio of a square or fortified place.

obsolescencia
says quality or quality or condition to give it that it is old, outdated or unused -

obtura
shutter-refers to the expression : cap an opening or conduit by inserting into it a body-

obturamos
obtulate-refers to the expression: we plug an opening or conduit by inserting into it a body-



obturarán
shutter-refers to the expression: they will plug an opening or conduit by inserting a body into it.

obtures
obstructions-refers to the expression : tapes an opening or conduit by inserting into it a body-

obús
howitzer - refers to the expression: piece of artillery who, owing to the curvature of the trajectory of the projectile that
shoots, can be considered intermediate between the cannon and mortar -

ocaina
Ocaina-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in Amazonas department-

ocainas
Ocainas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in Amazonas department-

occiduos
relating or belonging alocaso ( West, cardinal point )

occipitales
relating or pertaining aloccipucio

occípitofrontales
relating or pertaining aloccipucio and front, together

oceanódromo
oceanrome-refers to the expression : fish that migrates only in saltwater. -

oceanódromos
oceandfields-belonging to the expression : type of fish that migrate only in saltwater. -

ocelado
OCELLATED = said of the you have or have circular spots on the skin-also called so the butterflies who possess or have
round spots on the wings.

ocelados
that tienenmanchas like eyes on the skin

ocelo
·perteneciente to the ancient name of the Carnation-

ocelote



Oceelote- Feline typical of America, yellowish fur with black stripes and polka dots throughout the body, black and
dotted ears of white, ringed tail-

ocelotes
-mammal-like, similar to the Leopard or the domestic cat, is in danger of extinction -

ochalá
ochala - referred to in almayor of all of the Orishas, represents wisdom and good health -

ochavados
ochavados-belonging to the expression : figure of eight equal angles and eight equal sides four to four and alternates-

ochavones
ochavones-belonging to the mestizo descendant of white and quadron, or quater and white.  Having only an eighth or a
black great-grandfather, his condition is completely equated to that of the target, that is where racial problems are raised
with virulence-

ochavón
ochavon-refers to the half-breed of white and quadron, or quadron and white.  Having only an eighth or a black
great-grandfather, his condition is completely equated to that of the target, that is where racial problems are raised with
virulence-

ocllo-
Ocllo- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer D.  Stewart on August 14, 1901-

ocotes
belonging to a variety or species resinous depino Mexican-

ocozoles
belonging to a type dearbolamentaceo-

ocros
Ocros-refers to a certain native Indo-American people with habitat in the territory of Peru-

ocrosos
tieneno contain ochre ( 41 ore;

ocrópedos
that tienenlos yellow feet -

ocróptero
ocroptero = yellow tienealas.



octales
relating or belonging fat of base eight numbering

octante
Southern constellation of the Antarctic Pole. 

octas
OCTAS - refers to the expression: each of the eight parties that divides a cloud cover -

octava
Octave-refers to the expression: verse that consists of or verses-the word octave is of use in literature-

octástilo
octastyle or ostotilo = it says of what is or has eight columns.

octástilos
to tienenocho columns

octeto
octet-refers to the expression : 8-bit unit, which make up a byte-


